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Abstract
Over the past few decades, actin’s presence in the nucleus has been demonstrated. Actin 
is a key protein necessary for different nuclear processes. Although actin is well known for 
its functional role in dynamic behavior of the cytoskeleton, emerging studies are now high-
lighting new roles for actin. At the present time there is no doubt about the presence of ac-
tin in the nucleus. A number of studies have uncovered the functional involvement of  actin 
in nuclear processes. Actin as one of the nuclear components has its own structured and 
functional rules, such as nuclear matrix association, chromatin remodeling, transcription 
by RNA polymerases I, II, III and mRNA processing. In this historical review, we attempt to 
provide an overview of our current understanding of the functions of actin in the nucleus.
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Introduction
Actin, a globular protein with an approximately 42 

kDa molecular weight, is found in all eukaryotic cells 
as one of the most highly-conserved proteins of the 
cytoskeleton. Although actin is often thought of as a 
single protein, in mammals it actually consists of six 
different isoforms encoded by distinct genes (1). All 
of the isoforms possess remarkably similar amino 
acid sequences, with no isoform sharing less than 
93% identity with any other isoform. Recent studies 
indicate that actin isoforms carry out unique cellular 
functions. Four isoforms of actin including α-skeletal 
actin, α-cardiac actin, α-smooth actin and γ-smooth 
actin are expressed primarily in skeletal, cardiac, and 
smooth muscle, respectively. The remaining two iso-
forms, β-cyto actin and γ-cyto actin are basically ex-
pressed universally (2).

The fundamental roles of actin are well-known in 
critical biological processes such as cell migration, de-
termination of cell shape, and vesicle trafficking (3). 
While actin’s roles in the cytoskeleton and cytoplasm 

are well established, the presence of nuclear actin has 
been a controversial issue for many years, owing to 
the lack of definitive evidence (4). Recent evidence 
shows the association of actin with multiple nuclear 
complexes, thus the existence of actin in the nucleus 
is slowly being accepted. 

To date, actin has been implicated in various struc-
tured and functional roles in nuclears, including 
nuclear matrix association, chromatin remodeling, 
transcription and mRNA processing (5). Mass spec-
trometry (6) as well as immunoreactivity experiments 
(7, 8) show that β-actin is the nuclear isoform of actin 
associated with heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleo-
proteins (hnRNPs) and RNA polymerase complexes. 
Schoenenberger et al. (9) have discovered that dif-
ferent polymerization states of actin co-exist in the 
nucleus. Studies of fluorescence recovery after pho-
tobleaching revealed that ~20% of the nuclear actin 
pool has characteristics of a very dynamic polymeric 
population (10). These results supported the existence 
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of nuclear actin in polymeric form. It would be of 
interest to determine whether any of the functions of 
actin in the nucleus rely on polymerization/depolym-
erization events (3).

History of nuclear actin identification   
The presence of actin in eukaryotic cell nuclei was 

originally reported by Ohnishi et al. (11) in 1963 
when they purified actin from the nuclei of calf thy-
mocytes. Historically, the studies that introduced actin 
as a nuclear protein were initially met with massive 
skepticism. For many years its presence in the nucleus 
was considered to be an artifact. The main  problem 
was the inability to reliably detect actin protein in the 
nucleus by immunofluorescence microscopy (12).

Most known functions of actin in the cytoplasm 
encompass polymerization of actin monomers 
(globular actin or G-actin) into actin polymers 
(filamentous actin or F-actin), which is key for 
the diverse functions of cytoskeletal actin.The 
most common method to detect actin filaments in 
the cytoplasm is phalloidin staining which detects 
actin filaments with at least seven actin monomers 
(13, 14). However, under normal conditions, nuclei 

and consequently nuclear actin can not be stained by 
phalloidin. Therefore, the actin filaments could not 
be visualized in the cell nucleus in the manner that 
they were commonly observed in the cytoplasm (15).

In 1977, Clark and Merriam (16) conclusively 
identified the existence of actin in the nuclei of a 
Xenopus oocyte by removing the nuclear envelope 
of manually isolated oocyte nuclei. By using a more 
refined method, Pederson extracted chromatin from 
Dictyostelium discoideum that was expected to 
have less than 0.3% cytoplasmic contamination in 
the purified chromatin fraction. He demonstrated 
that actin’s concentration in this chromatin fraction 
exceeded the cytoplasmic concentration by several 
orders of magnitude (17). Subsequently, actin was  
identified in mammalian cell nuclei by immunoelec-
tron microscopic studies (12). 

Research experiments performed in the last decade 
have provided convincing evidence for the presence 
of actin in the cell nucleus and for the roles of actin in 
fundamental nuclear processes. A list of some organ-
isms and cell types where actin has been identified is 
shown in table 1.

Table 1: List of some species and cell types in which nuclear actin has been reported

ReferencesCell typesSpecies

Jockusch et al. (18)Physarum polycephalum

Protists Katsumaru and Fukui (19)Tetrahymena pyriformis

Soyer-Gobillard et al. (20)Dinoflagellate

Skubatz et al. (21)Sauromatum guttatumPlants
Cruz et al. (22)Allium cepa

Volkman (23)Spodoptera frugiperdaInsects
Sauman and Berry (24)Drosophila melanogaster

Merriam and Hill (25)Xenopus laevisAmphibians
Parfenov et al. (26)Rana temporaria

Maundrell and Scherrer (27)Duck erythroblastsBirds
Crowley and Brasch (28)Chicken livers

Ohnishi et al. (11)Thymus cells

Mammalian cells
Paulin et al. (29)Myoblasts

Brunel and Lelay (30)Ovary cells

Sahlas et al. (31)Neural cells
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Nucleocytoplasmic translocation of actin   
The nucleocytoplasmic traffic occurs through 

nuclear pore complexes which form channels 
through the nuclear membrane. Two forms of 
transport occur over nuclear pores: I. passive dif-
fusion of proteins smaller than 40 kDa and II. 
an active, energy-dependent traffic facilitated by 
specific transport receptors (32). The size of actin 
(approximately 42 kDa) is over the limit for pas-
sive diffusion through the nuclear pore. Therefore, 
there are some indications that actin may use this 
method to enter the nucleus (5).

Nuclear import of actin  

Actin itself does not contain a classical nuclear 
localization signal (NLS), and until now no specific 
import receptor for actin has been reported. However, 
various actin-binding proteins (ABPs), such as cofilin 
(33), CapG (34) and megakaryocytic acute leukemia 
(MAL) (35) contain an NLS. Therefore these pro-
teins can "piggy-back" actin into the nucleus. Cofilin 
is reported to be essential for nuclear accumulation of 
actin in response to cellular stress (36).

According to Pendleton et al. (36) latrunculin B 
treatment in mast cells induced formation of intranu-
clear filament which can be inhibited by antibodies 
against cofilin. Nevertheless, it is currently uncertain 
whether cofilin or other ABPs facilitate active trans-
port of actin into the nucleus under physiological con-

ditions (12). Recently, it has been shown that importin 
9 works as an import factor for nuclear actins (37).

Nuclear export of actin  
Actin appears to use an active transport mechanism 

to exit the nucleus. It is exported to the cytoplasm  by 
at least two different pathways (Fig.1). Firstly, actin 
owns two classical leucine-rich nuclear export signals 
(NES), which exist in all of actin’s isoforms. These 
signals are essential for the export of actin via the ex-
port receptor exportin 1. Treatment of cells with lep-
tomycin B, an inhibitor of exportin 1, causes actin ac-
cumulation in the nucleus (38). Secondly, the export 
receptor, exportin 6, appears to be responsible for the 
nuclear export of actin in a complex with the small 
ABP,  profilin (39).

Exportin 6 is a member of the importin β su-
perfamily of transport receptors that sends ac-
tin out of the nucleus coupled with profilin (39). 
Although this receptor can export most types of 
actin isoforms (5), it is present only in higher eu-
karyotes (39). Chromosome region maintenance 
1 (Crm1), the general nuclear export receptor for 
cargo which has leucine-rich export signals, may 
be a counterpart for exportin 6 in lower eukaryotes 
(38). Apparently, exporting of actin coupled with 
actin binding proteins such as profiling is the only 
ligand for exportin 6 (39). This suggests that the 
nuclear level of actin in higher eukaryotes is spe-
cifically regulated (3).

Fig.1: Nucleocytoplasmic translocation of actin. 1. Nuclear import of actin. Cofilin enters the nucleus through the import receptor, 
importin β. 2, 3. Nuclear export of actin. Actin can exit the nucleus in coupled with the actin binding protein, profilin, through the 
export receptor exportin 6 and/or through the exportin 1 receptor.
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Functional roles of nuclear actin   
Actin is a well-known protein for its ability to 

shape the cytoplasm, target membrane growth, and 
ensure dynamic behavior of the cytoskeleton (40). 
In the nucleus, several regulators of actin polym-
erization are localized and/or translocated to the 
nucleus in a controlled manner, suggesting that 
at least some functions of actin in the nucleus are 
related to genome organization (15). Besides the 
structural role of actin in the nuclear matrix (41) 
actin is considered as an important factor in nucle-
ar processes that range from chromatin remodeling 
to RNA splicing.

Actin is also a component of the chromatin re-
modeling complex; it associates with transcription 
machineries and newly synthesized ribonucleo-
proteins (15). Recent achievements in the field of 
gene transcription regulation have led to conclu-
sions that there is a vital role for actin as a chief 
co-factor for all three eukaryotic RNA polymer-
ases (42).
Actin and nuclear matrix  

The interphase nucleus is thought to contain a 
three-dimensional filamentous protein network 
referred to as the nuclear matrix which is be-
lieved to be analogous to the cell cytoskeleton. 
The term nuclear matrix, as first introduced by 
Berezney and Coffey (43) in 1974, represents a 
highly structured residual framework obtained 
from rat liver nuclei by sequential salt extrac-
tions, detergent and nuclease treatments. Fur-
ther ultra-structural studies have shown that 
the nuclear matrix is a network consisting of 
branched core filaments masked with a large 
number of hnRNPs and regulatory proteins 
(44). Nuclear matrix proteins (NMPs) make up 
the internal structural framework of the nucleus 
and are important in maintaining spatial order 
within the nucleus. This scaffold is an active 
and dynamic structure involved in different nu-
clear functions. The proposed functions of the 
nuclear matrix are mainly related to DNA rep-
lication and/or repair, gene transcription, RNA 
splicing and transport processes (44-49).

Field emission scanning electron microscopy 
experiments performed on Xenopus oocyte nu-
clei have clearly shown that the filamentous 
nuclear matrix network is basically composed 

of actin and protein 4.1components (50). This 
network may supply chromatin free channels 
for diffusion of ribonucleoproteins or proteins 
inside the nucleus. Sections of Xenopus oocyte 
nuclei analyzed by confocal microscopy also 
demonstrate bundles of actin filaments in the 
nuclear structure (5). It is suggested that these 
nuclear meshwork of actin filaments are capa-
ble of stabilizing the mechanical integrity of 
Xenopus oocyte nuclei (5, 50).

In the context of the presence of actin in the 
nuclear matrix, it is possible that actin contrib-
utes to a variety of protein associations within 
the nuclear framework which positions them to 
function as organizers of the nuclear structure. 
Due to the fact that the body of existing data 
comes mainly from the Xenopus oocyte model, 
further studies are needed to clarify the function 
of actin in association with the nuclear struc-
tures of somatic cells (12).

Actin and chromatin modification/ remodeling    
Chromatin is the combination of DNA and 

structural/regulatory proteins in eukaryotic cells. 
For processes that require accession to DNA 
to proceed, the chromatin structure needs to be 
changed; this is of extreme importance in gene 
regulation. Chromatin modification is a key 
process during all genome-related processes 
including DNA duplication and repair, regu-
lation of gene expression and cell differentia-
tion. A wide variety of different multi-subunit 
complexes are responsible for displaying these 
chromatin modifications (51, 52). They are ca-
pable of moving and/or replacing nucleosomes 
on DNA strands (chromatin remodeler) or 
mark nucleosomes with covalent modifications 
(chromatin modifier). Nucleosomes are com-
prised of double-stranded DNA that has com-
plexed with small proteins called histones. Nu-
cleosomes, which constitute the smallest units 
in the chromatin structure, are the chief targets 
in the remodeling process. They include histone 
core proteins around which 146 bp of DNA is 
wrapped and the core proteins consist of dimers 
of the four histone molecules H2A, H2B, H3, 
and H4, respectively (53). Alterations in chro-
matin structure can result from different inter-
actions between DNA and histones, the process 
mainly regulated by chromatin remodeling and 
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chromatin modifying enzymes (54).
Recently investigators have shown that actin and 

actin-related proteins are involved in both chromatin 
remodeling and chromatin modifying complexes; this 
association is conserved from yeast to humans (52, 
54, 55). It is well established that actin and a large 
number of actin-related proteins are vital subunits for 

the function of chromatin-remodeling complexes 
during transcriptional activation (56-59). Nuclear 
actin and its related proteins are also found in chro-
matin modifying enzymes such as histone acetyl-
transferase (HAT) complexes in a wide range of 
organisms that range from yeast to humans (Fig.2) 
(60-63).

Fig.2: Models for the function of actin in chromatin regulation. A. Actin is a component of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complex-
es (CRC) involved in transcriptional activation and B. Co-transcriptional recruitment of histone modifier elements to RNA polymerase II 
(RNAP II), mediated by the presence of heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs). During transcription, actin can be recruited 
to the elongating transcription machinery and facilitate recruitment of histone acetyltransferase (HAT) to the active gene, enhancing the 
processivity of RNAP II. 
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Actin in association with transcription machinery   

The connection of actin with transcription was 
first mentioned by Smith et al. (64) in 1979, when 
they reported that actin was co-purified with RNA 
polymerase II (RNAP II) from the slime mold P. 
polycephalum. Egly et al. (65) in 1984 identified 
actin in transcriptionally active extracts from hu-
man HeLa and calf thymus cells. A direct role of 
actin in transcription was reported by Scheer et 
al. (66) in 1984 when they showed that microin-
jection of antibodies directed against actin and 
actin-related proteins such as fragmin caused tran-
scriptional inhibition of chromosome loops in the 
nuclei of amphibian oocytes in sites where active 
transcription occurred. Sauman and Berry (24) 
showed an active transcriptional role of actin in 
Drosophila melanogaster cell nuclei. They have 
suggested that actin recruits the RNA polymerase 
complex to target DNA. In 2001, actin was found 
in Balbiani ring localization of nascent pre-mRNA 
in Chironomus alivary gland polytene chromo-
somes (67). Since numerous studies have shown 
the functional role of nuclear actin in transcription 
(68-72), it is clear that actin has more than one role 
as an epigenetic factor involved in the process of 
transcription.

Actin in nascent transcripts  
In eukaryotic cells the nascent transcripts syn-

thesized by RNAP II undergo extensive process-
ing steps before a functional mRNA is produced. 
These mRNA precursors are named heterogeneous 
nuclear ribonucleicacids (hnRNAs), a historical 
term based on their size, heterogeneity and cellu-
lar location (73). When hnRNAs mature into mR-
NAs, they associated with a variety of proteins, as 
a group, named hnRNPs (73, 74). These proteins 
function in an array of cellular activities such as 
pre-mRNA processing, mRNA export, localiza-
tion, translation and stability (75). Although actin 
by itself is not capable of binding to RNA, its as-
sociation with hnRNPs has been reported (12). In 
this way actin is a component of hnRNPs in a va-
riety of mammalian cells (30), avian erythroblasts 
(27), and Xenopus oocytes (76).

Whereas the functional role of actin in RNP 
complexes is not clearly defined, studies in 
Chironomustentans have suggested that the co-
transcriptional incorporation of actin into newly 

assembled pre-mRNPs affects chromatin archi-
tecture at transcribed genes (77). It is proposed 
that actin plays a role in this case via coupling 
with pre-mRNA-binding proteins, as a platform 
for the localization of a HAT activity alongside 
active transcription units (Fig.2).

Conclusion

After approximately 70 years since actin’s 
discovery in the cytoplasm, it is now undoubt-
edly accepted that actin has major roles in the 
cytoskeleton of eukaryotic cells and is a new 
member of nuclear proteins. The data men-
tioned in this article strongly support the idea 
that actin and actin-related proteins are dynam-
ic nuclear factors involved in a multitude of 
nuclear functions. As discussed, nuclear actin 
plays functional roles in genome regulation in 
at least one of the three following ways: i. as a 
component of all three RNA polymerases in the 
eukaryotic cell nucleus, ii. as a constituent of 
nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles and iii. as a 
regulatory component of chromatin remodeling 
complexes. It is mentioned that nuclear actin 
can also function as a signal responsive regula-
tor of specific transcription factors. Based on 
these data, a controversial issue will be the re-
lationship between the dynamics of actin in the 
cytoplasm and nucleus. Due to the fact that ac-
tin in the cytoskeletal structure is very dynamic 
and interacts with a wide range of extracellular 
signals, it is suggested that actin may play a 
role as a sensor of extracellular signals in order 
to transduce signals to the chromatin state and 
moderate genome organization of living cells. 
To date, investigators suggest that as nuclear 
actin levels respond to different cellular stress-
es, it may therefore play a role in the pathology 
of different diseases. Also, identification of nu-
clear actin as a component of chromatin remod-
eling complexes is a current, hot topic between 
molecular cell biologists. Since chromatin is the 
critical site for maintaining the balance between 
gene activation and repression, scientists hope 
to identify potential ways by which nuclear ac-
tin can be involved in cancer.

Together, it can be concluded that while the bio-
logical significance of nuclear actin seems to be as 
versatile and important as in the cytoplasm, we are 
only beginning to understand the mechanisms that 
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lie behind the regulation of nuclear actin.
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